Software Developer
12.2018
The digital marketing firm, Brandography, offers a creative work environment, exposure to a diverse variety of
projects, and tremendous opportunities for professional growth.
Brandography is currently seeking a software developer with Magento (primary) and Wordpress (secondary)
experience. This position will provide a foundational role within the organization and offer growth in expertise
and pride as quality development is key to Brandography’s products and services.
(Please note this position is for a software developer. A web designer is not needed at this time. We request
that only those who are experienced in software development apply. Please do not apply if you are only able to
work remotely as on-site work is required.)
Responsibilities Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing, troubleshooting, and bug fixing custom and third-party Magento extensions
Building extensions and custom integrations with external systems and APIs
Applying core updates and other maintenance duties for Magento and WordPress
Front-end and custom themes for Magento and WordPress
Infrastructure operations, including experience with continuous delivery
Collaboration and code review with team ensuring project quality and timeline
Ensuring code quality via thorough testing
Assistance in formulating detailed project plans for use in proposals and project roll-out
Evaluation of interface designs to ensure alignment with development best practices and adherence to
project scope
Providing quality development services to seamlessly align with creative design and UX specifications

Works Traits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly positive attitude and approach to fast-paced, multi-tasking work environment is necessary
Developed project management skills
Strong understanding of good user experience integration
Ability to communicate effectively on project progress and work well independently and within a team
Maintaining a positive approach when working with legacy code and/or projects
Sharing relevant technical and industry information and expertise
Ability to collaborate and coordinate with account managers, creative, content, SEO, and other
departments in conjunction with development projects
Strong organization, problem solving, and attention to detail
Strong written and verbal communication skills, both with internal teams and with clients
Ability to identify and clearly communicate project needs, timelines, resources, and more to ensure
timely and accurate completion of projects
Commitment to continual learning, both in personal skills as well as web best practices, tools, methods,
and more

Education/Experience:
•
•
•
•

Degree in computer science, technical education, or work experience equivalent
3+ years of experience in web or app development, with moderate to strong knowledge of multiple
programming languages and content management systems
Accomplished expertise with Magento (primary) and Wordpress (secondary) is necessary
Understanding of a modern revision control system as well as a deployment system such as Bit Bucket
and Git

•
•

An understanding of Angular, Cake PHP, Laravel
Experience with task management systems (Trello, JIRA, Asana, Basecamp) preferred

This describes you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are team-oriented and always willing to take on whatever is needed for the team to succeed. Our
team is supportive.
You have an ability to address issues that arise with a positive and solution-oriented mindset, we’re in
the business of solving problems. Our team is constructive.
At Brandography we believe that drama precludes great customer service, so we prefer to constrain our
drama to reality TV, where it belongs. Our team is nondramatic.
You are actively growing in your career and life and are excited to join a team of pros who are doing the
same. Our team is driven.
You say what you mean and mean what you say. Avoiding drama requires us to be open and honest.
Our team is genuine.
You love to stay up to date in a constantly changing industry and frequently recommend new areas of
growth and opportunity. Our team is forward-thinking.
You have good written communication skills, to perhaps include content writing and technical writing.
You have a deep understanding of current SEO/SEM practices and are familiar with the elements
required for success.
You can manage multiple projects and priorities at once.

Interested software development applicants are requested to please email cover letter noting salary
requirements, resume detailing software development experience, and samples of work.

